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DRAW THE CODE



This resource includes 45 no prep activity pages to help 
students learn to spell CVC words. There are 5 pages for 
each vowel sound and 20 mixed vowel pages. These 
activities do not require any prep, which makes them 
perfect for morning work, homework, sub tubs, time fillers, 
or literacy activities. 

To complete this activity, students say the name of the 
CVC picture. They will spell the CVC word and write it on 
the line provided. Using the code at the top of the page, 
students will create a code to match the word. They will 
draw the code in the box provided. The code stays the 
same for each page, so that students can focus on spelling 
CVC words. It is highly recommended that you go over the 
CVC picture names before students complete the activity 
page.

Picture names for each page can be found on page 4. 
Activity pages are labeled in the upper left corner, which 
corresponds to the picture name page.

Picture names for code: apple, bee, cat, donut, egg, fish, 
gum, hat, igloo, jellyfish, kite, lamp, mitten, necklace, 
octopus, pencil, quilt, rain, sock, tree, umbrella, vest, 
watermelon, xylophone, yo-yo, zebra The Printable Princess

About this resource…



Short A - 1 cab, bag, fan, bat, sad, ram

Short A - 2 map, wax, rat, tap, can, ham

Short A - 3 tag, dad, tab, man, nap, cat

Short A - 4 lab, mad, rag, jam, van, lap

Short A - 5 pat, gap, pan, dab, wax, ram

Short E - 1 red, leg, hem, web, pen, wet

Short E - 2 vet, ten, peg, bed, net, hen

Short E - 3 beg, men, fed, jet, web, wed

Short E - 4 hem, led, men, den, met, leg

Short E - 5 red, peg, pet, get, bed, hen

Short I - 1 pig, bib, hid, zip, rim, win

Short I – 2 six, rid, rib, wig, him, hit

Short I - 3 kit, dig, hip, pin, fix, dim

Short I - 4 bit, mix, kid, lip, big, tin

Short I - 5 rig, pit, lid, bib, dip, fin

Short O - 1 sob, nod, log, mom, cop, pot

Short O - 2 box, cob, dog, mop, rod, hot

Short O - 3 fog, pod, fox, rob, cot, top

Short O - 4 job, jog, box, hop, rot, nod

Short O - 5 hog, pop, dot, sob, rod, fox

Short U - 1 rub, bud, bus, tux, cup, hut

Short U - 2 bug, hum, run, pup, nut, cub

Short U - 3 yum, jug, mud, sun, cut, sub

Short U - 4 rug, bun, bus, sum, tub, tux

Short U - 5 fun, hut, gum, cub, cup, pup

Mixed 1 six, cot, dab, tug, led, fin

Mixed 2 sad, sub, web, dog, pen, fit

Mixed 3 rip, rag, job, ham, hem, bud

Mixed 4 hut, leg, sum, nod, jam, bin

Mixed 5 jet, cop, him, bus, mix, van

Mixed 6 wed, big, ten, tap, mom, nut

Mixed 7 rat, fox, cut, bag, rid, web

Mixed 8 cup, red, pot, wax, rod, bib

Mixed 9 map, sun, log, fox, kit, net

Mixed 10 tux, den, rob, rib, hid, cat

Mixed 11 bed, wet, fig, bus, can, mom

Mixed 12 ban, tin, ram, beg, mop, pup

Mixed 13 fun, hem, pod, hip, tag, bug

Mixed 14 mad, rot, bus, fog, rim, hen

Mixed 15 tub, get, hit, tab, box, hug

Mixed 16 pod, cab, bib, men, tin, run

Mixed 17 pop, web, bat, nut, cap, wig

Mixed 18 jug, jet, him, job, top, fed

Mixed 19 sob, leg, tip, pad, mud, dig

Mixed 20 wed, wax, rub, bus, hot, pin
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computer.
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